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Sales Tax Asset Receivable Corp.; Sales Tax

Credit Profile

US$2000.0 mil sales tax asset rev bnds ser 2015A due 10/15/2033

Long Term Rating AAA/Stable New

Rationale

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services assigned its 'AAA' rating and stable outlook to Sales Tax Asset Receivable Corp.'s

sales tax asset revenue bonds, fiscal 2015, series A.

We base the rating on the payment stream supporting the bonds, which consists of $170 million annually dedicated

from a statewide 1% sales tax. The state public authorities law was amended in May 2003 to include a provision for

the certification and transfer of $170 million from funds flowing to the Local Government Assistance Corp. (LGAC).

The law authorized New York City to assign all or any portion of the $170 million to any not-for-profit corporation for

the benefit of bondholders, and payments from the LGAC may be directed to the corporation. The city created a local

development corporation -- Sales Tax Asset Receivable Corp. (STAR) in 2004 -- and transferred to it all of the city's

rights in and to the $170 million annual payment from the LGAC.

We base the rating on what we view as the following factors:

• New York State's large and diverse economy of 19.65 million people that generates the pledged sales tax;

• Very high 5.38x maximum annual debt service coverage on combined LGAC first- and second-lien bonds, and the

subordinate $170 million per year payment to STAR Corp. bonds, based on revenues collected in fiscal 2014;

• No additional debt authorization or payment obligations secured by the 1% sales tax, which is a credit strength and

will lead to growing coverage levels; and

• The large magnitude of the sales tax set-aside in a sales tax fund held in the joint custody of the comptroller and

commissioner of revenue that, in our view, effectively eliminates the risk of state non-appropriation due to the need

to use excess revenues for state general fund operations.

We understand that bond proceeds will refund all of the fiscal 2005 series A and B bonds outstanding. The fiscal 2015

bonds are being issued pursuant to the original trust indenture, which will be amended and restated and is expected to

eliminate the debt service reserve fund. We do not view this as a negative credit feature due to the credit structure in

place and the timing of the flow of sales tax well in advance of the debt service payment date. The bonds are expected

to generate interest cost savings and together with the funds released from the debt service reserve will be used to

refund certain New York City Transitional Finance Authority bonds for debt service savings.

The public authorities law provides that the $170 million payment to New York City be included in the annual

certification by the LGAC to the New York State comptroller and the governor. Under the LGAC legislation, the

amounts transferred to the LGAC are subject to appropriation by the state. After the appropriation of revenues is made

to LGAC, the remaining amounts flow to the state's general fund. Failure of the state to make appropriations will

restrict use of designated sales tax receipts within the sales tax fund, which in our view creates a strong incentive for
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the state to appropriate the funds. The public authorities law provides that the $170 million payment is not considered

LGAC debt service, but is a required payment under statute. If there are insufficient funds available from the 1% sales

tax, the comptroller is authorized to make payments from general fund resources without further appropriation.

New York City used the original bond proceeds to retire debt outstanding issued by the Municipal Assistance Corp.

(MAC). Proceeds of certain MAC issues were used to cover city deficits in the 1970s and other financing requirements.

The original STAR financing represented a de facto significant extension of debt for the city, offset by a newly

dedicated revenue source from the state.

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects our view of the strength of the credit structure supporting the bonds, a substantial revenue

base supporting the payment to the city that secures debt, and very high debt service coverage that we expect to

remain high due to the lack of additional debt authority on the bond program and the diversity in the economic base

generating the sales tax which ultimately secures the bonds. A lower rating is unlikely given the expected growth in

sales tax and lack of additional LGAC debt authorization but the rating could be pressured if there were significant

changes to the sales tax base that affected collections in a negative way.

LGAC Bond Structure

The LGAC was established as part of the fiscal reform enacted in 1990 that bonded out the state's accumulated deficit

to accelerate local government assistance payments in the fiscal year they are due. LGAC bondholders have a first lien

on one cent of the state's four- cent sales tax. The statute requires that the chairman of the LGAC annually certify all

amounts necessary to fund debt service and other requirements of the LGAC program. The rating on the STAR bonds

is the same as that on the LGAC senior and subordinate bonds. Although debt service obligations for the LGAC bonds,

as well as all other obligations of the LGAC, would be paid first, there is a high level of debt service coverage for the

LGAC obligations, including the $170 million commitment to New York City. Coverage has expanded steadily due to

the lack of additional debt authority for the LGAC bond program ($4.7 billion) and the capped amount of the

distribution to New York City. The credit structure for the $170 million distribution of sales tax supporting the bonds is

similar to that of the LGAC financing structure, although the $170 million has not been included in the state's debt

service bill that is passed each year at the start of the fiscal year but has been included in the state's budget annually.

The $170 million payment to the city has been regularly certified by the LGAC and has been appropriated by the state.

The law provides that payment be made annually by the last day of the city's fiscal year (June 30), with certification

having taken place by December of the previous calendar year. The first debt service payment on the refunding bonds

is Oct. 15.
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Bond Provisions

The public authorities law as amended provides that the $170 million payment to New York City be included in the

annual certification by the LGAC to the New York State comptroller and the governor. Because the annual payment to

the city is fixed at $170 million, the trust indenture will not include authorization for variable-rate debt or swaps. The

amendments to the public authorities law remain in effect until July 1, 2034; LGAC bonds mature in 2025. The public

authorities law provides that LGAC will remain in existence "until six months after all its liabilities have been met or

otherwise discharged." While the term "liabilities" is not defined in the statute, the courts have upheld LGAC's payment

obligation, subject to annual appropriation by the state. On this basis, LGAC would remain in existence until the STAR

bonds mature. The legislation supporting the payment to the city securing the bonds was initially vetoed by Governor

George Pataki. This veto was overridden by both houses of the state legislature during the 2003 legislative session. The

state division of the budget then sued the city and the corporation challenging the constitutionality of the obligation of

the LGAC to make the $170 million annual payment. The constitutionality of the statute that requires the annual

payment has been held up through the highest level of the state court system. The legislation prohibits the state from

impairing the rights of STAR bondholders.

Sales Tax And Pledged Revenues

STAR receives $170 million of a dedicated 1% statewide sales tax. The tax totaled $2.95 billion in fiscal 2014, which

covers LGAC debt service and the $170 million payment to STAR by 5.38x. Even during an economic downturn, there

is a considerable cushion of revenues to meet debt service requirements. There have been significant changes and

reductions to the sales tax base since the LGAC bond program was authorized, but pledged revenue has expanded

over time. The average growth since 1994 has been 3.4% despite recession-related declines in 2002, 2007, 2009, and

2010 (state fiscal year ended March 31). The LGAC bond program is closed, as the statute and bond resolution capped

debt issuance to $4.7 billion. After funds have been certified and paid to cover LGAC requirements and payment to the

city, the remaining amounts flow to the state's general fund. New York State's failure to make appropriations will

restrict designated sales tax receipts within the sales tax fund. Until such time as the appropriation is made, it creates a

strong incentive for the state to appropriate for debt service.

Related Criteria And Research

Related Criteria

• USPF Criteria: Special Tax Bonds, June 13, 2007

• Ratings Above The Sovereign: Corporate And Government Ratings—Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013
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S&P may receive compensation for its ratings and certain analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities or from obligors. S&P

reserves the right to disseminate its opinions and analyses. S&P's public ratings and analyses are made available on its Web sites,

www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com and www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription) and www.spcapitaliq.com

(subscription) and may be distributed through other means, including via S&P publications and third-party redistributors. Additional information
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S&P keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective

activities. As a result, certain business units of S&P may have information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established

policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain nonpublic information received in connection with each analytical process.

To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued in another jurisdiction for certain

regulatory purposes, S&P reserves the right to assign, withdraw, or suspend such acknowledgement at any time and in its sole discretion. S&P

Parties disclaim any duty whatsoever arising out of the assignment, withdrawal, or suspension of an acknowledgment as well as any liability for any

damage alleged to have been suffered on account thereof.

Credit-related and other analyses, including ratings, and statements in the Content are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and

not statements of fact. S&P's opinions, analyses, and rating acknowledgment decisions (described below) are not recommendations to purchase,

hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P assumes no obligation to

update the Content following publication in any form or format. The Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment

and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. S&P does

not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such. While S&P has obtained information from sources it believes to be

reliable, S&P does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.
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agents (collectively S&P Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Parties are not

responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content, or for

the security or maintenance of any data input by the user. The Content is provided on an "as is" basis. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT'S FUNCTIONING

WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no

event shall S&P Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential

damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by

negligence) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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